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Sea freight is a versatile service we offer to those wishing to transport larger
consignments

that are not time-sensitive. It proves to be a more cost effective way of
transporting

non-urgent, bulk goods. HMD provide cost effective and dependable import and
export services.



 









 

1) International Sea Transport Resources

Lots of worldwide seaowner is our partner, it can help to ship your cargo
anywhere in

the world with a rich network of shipping routes.

 

2) Abundant China Resources and Extensive Network

HMD is a reliable and trustworthy indigenous shipping agent in China, 20 years
freight

frowarding history.

 

3) LICENSED NVOCC & Member of  WCA and WIFFA 

As a NVOCC (Non Vessel Owning Common Carrier) and Member of  WCA and
WIFFA,

HMD goes beyond any ordinary  freight brokerage & freight forwarder since we



act

as your carrier - taking ACTUAL responsibility for your cargo.

 

4) Professional Service Quality

Over half of staffs working of  Sunny Worldwide Logistics is about 5-13years.
Detailed

division of labor in each department,including sales department, operation
department,

market department,customer service department.

 

5) Strong Custom Clearance Ability

Proficient in customs clearance and tax rates in the United States, Europe,
Australia, etc.,

customs clearance 1-2 days earlier.

 

6) Quickly Problem Solved Ability

Emergency solutions must be offered with 30minutes if any. You may not find
other

companies like us in Shenzhen.









 

Company Profile
 

Sunny Worldwide Logistics (Shenzhen) Limited - established in 1998, an
international

freight forwarder in China.Sunny Worldwide Logistics proven and reliable
shipping

solution, offering consistent, high-quality service worldwide for any kind of
freight.

Our company is a large and professional logistics company, we provide the sea,
land,

air transport, customs clearance, inspection and trailer, CO, F/A, fumigation,
insurance

and other related itmes in one service. The spirit of service of our business is

Professionalism Focus High Efficiency.

 

We are responsible for each and every step of the shippment.

 



 


